
Required Immediately: 
 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV Implementation Consultant 
 

Second Foundation provides relevant industry‐specific software solutions for the Financial, 
Wholesale & Retail Distribution, Manufacturing (including Food and Apparel), and Professional 
Services sectors. We build on existing business foundations and processes to creatively help a 
company plan their future and improve cash flow and profitability.  We provide clients with 
trusted guidance and choice through our knowledge of accounting controls, business 
processes and technology. Combined with a creative and proactive consulting approach, 
these are the building blocks we use to deliver our focused solutions.@second-foundation.com 

Join a 20 year culture of achievement through teamwork and learning. Recognized as a 
Microsoft Dynamics Partner of the Year in 2008 and a regular President’s Club member, we 
provide value-based products and services based on client needs. You will thrive in a stable 
employment environment with room for growth and development.  

We are looking for NAV Implementation Consultant to join our Dynamics NAV team: 

NAV Implementation Consultant: 
Require 3+ years of NAV Implementation Consultant experience, a University or College 
Degree/Diploma in business is preferred; previous ERP software experience, sound accounting 
knowledge and SQL knowledge will be beneficial. 

 Must be able to proactively provide onsite consulting and implementation services for 
clients on business and technology issues 

 Must be able to provide hands on training and setup of NAV software experience is a must 
 Possesses functional expertise in the financial or distribution or manufacturing industries 
 Possesses some NAV development skills 
 Possesses at least three years of hands-on software implementation experience 
 Some overnight travel with own vehicle is required 
 Canadian Citizen or Landed Immigrate 
 Clear effective proactive communicator 
 Possesses a positive, proactive, helpful attitude 
 Responsive and client focused 
 Takes pride in documenting all work performed 
 Possesses a “get it done” attitude 
 Travel with own vehicle is a requirement 

Visit our website at:  www.second-foundation.com to learn more about Second 
Foundation Consulting. 

Submit resume to recruit@second-foundation.com 


